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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The larger picture is about managing the “asks” and partnership requests by linking different operational systems, but with emphasis on our Institutional Review Board lens. Definitely not all partners and “asks” require an IRB review.But, we do try to be cognizant of how requests that do need an IRB lens align with district priorities – not just federal Human Subjects Protection regulation. How have we done this -  look at some examples of processes.I’m not going to get into the structure and purpose of an IRB - many CGCS districts have research committees, if not full IRBs. Quick overview of an IRB: Primary purpose – protect people by conducting a risk assessment on the methods external partners want to use for research studies, program evaluations, and/or efficacy monitoring activities. JCPS has its own federally authorized Institutional Review Board, or IRB. All IRBs are accountable to requirements in the federal regulation on Protection of Human Subjects, IRB Boards must involve people across an organization as well as a requirement for external representation, so it’s an independent panel not tied to one unit in an organization. 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
While we will focus on managing external partners -  including research requests - a key point is that it’s not just about reviewing research requests. Many times, working with partners involves multiple parts – services, contracts, requests for data, requests to also collect surveys. Links to other district organizational systems. So, IRB is one of several vehicles (not the center of the universe). All of these really qualify as risk management processes with different emphases but with similar considerations (e.g., data privacy). IRB added those elements on the right-hand side as a key focus – not part of a standard University IRB process.
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Align 
& 

Focus

• Strategy 2: Get outside help and engage partners. 
Lots of folks want to work in schools and school 
districts for many different reasons. 

 Provide services, PDs, or programs.
 Evaluate these services, PDs, or programs.
 Conduct practice and intervention studies.

• Strategy 1: District departments lean into and 
move forward in their areas of expertise. 

 Refine (sometimes replace) frameworks, 
initiatives, programs, expectations.

Age Old Question
What are your key priorities and 

how will you meet them?

Silos of work and conflicting expectations.

Time and resources pulled in many directions, 
Introduction of risks 

Age Old Result
Good movement/ideas, 
partial implementation, 

and… 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Why did we do this? Why not just have an IRB process?The goal is to align and keep focused on priorities. We each can insert any number of initiatives.But what happens? Everyone leans into their own work, which can result in silos.Add partners to the mix, and it gets more complicated. ‘Partner’  = anyone who is outside of the district or outside and even staff pursuing degrees.So, how do we effectively manage these strategies to avoid being pulled in many and conflicting directions?
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(before pandemic) (during pandemic) (now)

Ask a Leader 
Do you want to 

do it? 

Leader Directive 
Why should we do it? 

(only ‘essential’)

Engage 
Systems & Leaders  

What critical gap 
does it fill? 

2019-20 2020-21 and 2021-22 2022-23

IRB review 

Consult with other 
operational reviews

Few to no 
IRB reviews

How?
Increase Selection Alignment 

Process 
Evolution

Leader 
consult

Programmatic 
consult

Operational 
Reviews

• Acceptable methods?
• Which priority? 
• Risk scale?

1. Instructional time 
lost

2. Burden to schools

JCPS IRB 2.0

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
But this change is kind of recent.We had a reset in 2019, so loosely we call it IRB 2.0.We then shifted some of our procedures and decision criteria between 2019 through 2021-22. One good COVID impact. We have gradually flipped the process.. Key JCPS IRB focus since 2019:JCPS IRB considers all relevant K-12 federal laws, Kentucky State Laws, and JCPS Board policies designed to protect kids in addition to the Protection of Human Subjects law. Acceptable methods and risk?In addition, assess/inform on does it improve a district priority? Does it lead to instructional time loss or a burden to schools/district?Shifts: Before  - Mostly reviewed projects that came to IRB, e.g., NCES, program evals, grants, dissertations) and still largely driven by “are we interested?” approach? Some of those reviews came out with ‘disapprove’ outcomes, which often happens in university IRBs. Middle – as many of you did, we mostly stopped accepting requests. At least from external requests and research, there was significantly less non-essential stuff happening in and to schools. One positive was more consultation with other operational areas – this needs a contract, that really needs an IRB review because it involves trauma. Now – IRB will not review if there is no without evidence of clear need and capacity to support from the “work owners” (district leadership). This includes dissertation requests from JCPS staff pursuing degrees.Lots of complexities, and there are still multiple points of entry, but updates between these departments to protocols and procedures over the last 2 yrs have allowed us to find ways to more seamlessly integrate our business rules and procedures to increase partner alignment.One very specific change this year - Messaging front-and-center
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Clear 
Messaging

JCPS does not accept unsolicited requests to conduct research or evaluations with the 
district or individual schools. Questions about JCPS procedures or data availability can be 
directed to jcps.irb@jefferson.kyschools.us. 

Research and evaluation activities include surveys, focus groups, site observations, and 
requests for identifiable student or staff information or data when requested by 
university faculty and graduate students (including JCPS staff to fulfill university degree 
requirements for coursework, dissertations, or capstones) and by vendor/community 
partner work associated with grants or contracts.

Published on JCPS IRB website
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The JCPS Institutional Review Board (IRB) only reviews 
external requests initiated by JCPS leadership as part of our 
established Research Practice Partnerships (RPP) and yearly 
research agenda to directly align with current needs.

How?
Drive the Agenda

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Full statements on JCPS website, but 4 key points are highlighted here.We tend not to take out-of-the-blue requests. Definitions. About 80% of requests come from JCPS employees pursuing degrees. University programmatic requirements for their graduate students resulted in many one-offs and requests not really in line with JCPS needs. This is another entire session.Focus on primarily partnerships created to fill a need and we work at those partnerships.So, how do we determine “JCPS needs”? How do we avoid loose alignment judgments to priorities?

mailto:jcps.irb@jefferson.kyschools.us
https://www.jefferson.kyschools.us/about/data-reports-and-research/institutional-review-board
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How? 
Integrate Business Rules/Procedures for Partners

Contract or agreement? 
Insurance?

What is the equity 
impact on students?

Laws and regulations?

What is asked of schools, students, 
families (instructional time loss; burden; 

student records)?

Critical 
Systems 

Processes 
& 

Tools

Partner 
Request 

Initial 
Checklist

What critical gap does it fill? 

Leader 
consult

Programmatic 
consult

Operational 
Reviews

REAP

IRB Risk 
Preview

Digital 
Resource 
Process 

 YES?
 IRB 

needed?

Letter of 
Support 

Form
Capacity to 

commit?

IRB Formal 
Review

All processes 
complete for 
‘full approval’

Partner/Vendor/Research
Requests 

Solicited or unsolicited? Money to or from?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This still looks messy and complicated. Again, there are still multiple points of entry for partners into JCPS. Partners still get the ear of the Superintendent. And, each operational area has developed some of its own processes and tools to manage partners. So, there are still lots of complexities and it’s not always linear. But, more seamlessly integrate our business rules and procedures to increase partner alignment.Most operational reviews includes phases with initial conversations and information gathering followed by additional checkpoints.The Partner Checklist has been piloted by ARSI, mostly to ensure we don’t miss something – not only increases organizational risk, but it is extremely frustrating to partners.IRB in particular is not just a front-end or a back-end process, but it’s integrated throughout - Partner Checklist and a Risk Assessment.However, for those projects that do require IRB approval, this process is sort of the final checkpoint. Executed agreements, assurances from those partners. 



 Working with regional universities on district priorities, intentional 
partnerships, and programmatic expectations.

 Some averages

“It will only take 10-15 minutes.”   
– said by most researchers

96%
Not related to 
school/district priorities

80%
Unsolicited requests

87%
Survey and/or interview

45 min
Average time involved 

for students

JCPS IRB

Where we were with IRB requests 
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Impact on 
Schools

&
District

88%
In-school time requests

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So, what has this done for us?First, lets look at what was going on before we linked these systems and made procedural changes to IRB.Chart - roughly 40% of requests involve students, Well over half involve requests to engage with staff.Stats - Of those requests, the majority have nothing to do with district priorities and needs.No easy numbers on how often things went forward without agreements that should have happened, but a lot of these statistics stem from lack of coordination and monitoring. 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/11hMEs4ZtxxnUX40BtLBre8VDxZU_AngR0tX-N-9QB6o/edit#heading=h.9lc7cxhdue44


2022-23
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2019-20
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2021-22
43
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02.24.2022

Impact on 
Schools

&
District

Where we are now with IRB requests 
Total
Inquiries

2020-21
24

Total
In-School Time
Total 
Instructional Time

72% 5%10% 2%

450,000 12,000 2250 0 across kids 
and schoolsTotal 

Instructional Time 9,375 800 500 0

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
What changed and improved as a result? Overall inquiries and requests are down some, so the word is getting out, but that is also due to a shift to not consider as many unsolicited requests.Approval rates are higher, but accepted projects are significantly lower.NOTE: Approval rates really should be stacked bars – grey on top of orange.Reduced instructional time loss and burden to schools. Yes, the instructional time calculation looks a little wonky. Many studies are pre/post.  Main point – less core instructional time lost to data collection.Substantially better internal awareness for better selections and coordination.
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